Characterization of the topa quinone cofactor in amine oxidase from Escherichia coli by resonance Raman spectroscopy.
The aromatic amine oxidase from Escherichia coli (ECAO) utilizes Cu(II) and 2,4,5-trihydroxyphenylalanine quinone (TPQ) as cofactors in enzymatic catalysis. The TPQ cofactor is clearly identified by a set of characteristic vibrational modes between 1200 and 1700 cm-1 in the resonance Raman (RR) spectrum of the native enzyme. This is the first report of a RR spectrum for an underivatized TPQ cofactor in an enzyme, showing that it is possible to study changes in the cofactor during the natural reaction cycle. The RR spectrum of ECAO closely matches that of a 2-hydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone model compound, particularly in the deprotonated state in aqueous solution. The principal in-phase C = O symmetric stretching mode of the quinone occurs at 1681 cm-1 in ECAO and at 1666 cm-1 in the model compound and, in both cases, undergoes a downshift of approximately 25 cm-1 upon substitution of one of the carbonyl oxygens with 18O. The overall similarity of the 18O and D shifts in their RR spectra shows that the TPQ cofactor and model compound have the same structure and reactivity, with oxygen exchange occurring at the carbonyl adjacent to the hydroxyl group. Substrate reduction of ECAO under anaerobic conditions leads to a stable semiquinone (lambda max at 442 and 468 nm) with a RR spectrum characteristic of an amine-substituted semiquinone.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)